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Participation in this survey is optional. Your responses to these questions are anonymous. Handwritten comments will be
scanned & compiled in a separate document. The data collected in this form contains no personal information. The use of
this data will be to provide feedback to the instructor of this course. Please return completed forms to ITLAL. Thank you.
Thank you.

For each answer, please fill in marks like this:

not like this:
Strongly Agree

Agree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Not
Applicable

1. The instructor inspires me to be critical of ideas and materials.











2. The instructor presents divergent viewpoints when appropriate.











3. The instructor listens to and weighs viewpoints other than his/her own.











4. The instructor uses examples and illustrations that help clarify the topics discussed.











5. The instructor uses a scholarly approach in presenting content (competing theories,
research, and debates in the field).
6. The instructor encourages students to express and explain their viewpoints.





















7. The instructor stimulates productive class discussion.











8. The instructor facilitates discussion among students, not just between instructor and
students.
9. The instructor develops an atmosphere of respect and trust in the classroom.





















10. The instructor inspires interest in the course material.











11. The instructor provides opportunities for me to bring up relevant issues.











12. The instructor clearly explains the goals and requirements of the course.











13. The instructor is available to provide assistance to me outside of class when I need
it.
14. Students must do more than memorize information to do well in this course.





















15. This seminar challenges me intellectually.











16. Exams/papers and assignments cover major course skills, concepts and
information, not discrete details.
17. The course materials provide deep treatment of content.





















18. I know what I have to do in order to succeed in this class.











19. This course is challenging me to think.











20. I am gaining a good understanding of concepts/principles in this course.











21. I am learning to apply principles from this course to new situations.






















1 hour or less

22. The average number of hours per week that I spend on this course
(outside of class) is about:


Senior

23. My classification is:

24. I feel I learn best when I am:





2 hours


Masters



Making a written Engaging in a
summary
“hands-on”
activity





3 hours


CAS


Listening to a
lecture







4 hours





5 hours or more



Doctoral


Reading
something by
myself




Exchanging
ideas in a
discussion
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Please Write Clearly in the box and press down hard



1. What is going well in this class? (i.e. what is helping you learn in this class?)
































2. What is the most important thing you are learning in this class?

3. What specific suggestions do you have for the instructor?

